We consider the problem of estimating an input signal from noisy measurements in both parallel scalar Gaussian channels and linear mixing systems. The performance of the estimation process is quantified by the ∞ norm error metric. We first study the minimum mean ∞ error estimator in parallel scalar Gaussian channels, and verify that, when the input is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) mixture Gaussian, the Wiener filter is asymptotically optimal with probability 1. For linear mixing systems with i.i.d. sparse Gaussian or mixture Gaussian inputs, under the assumption that the relaxed belief propagation (BP) algorithm matches Tanaka's fixed point equation, applying the Wiener filter to the output of relaxed BP is also asymptotically optimal with probability 1. However, in order to solve the practical problem where the signal dimension is finite, we apply an estimation algorithm that has been proposed in our previous work, and illustrate that an ∞ error minimizer can be approximated by an p error minimizer provided the value of p is properly chosen.
prevalent in the literature, but the minimization of the ∞ error has received less attention. Our interest in the ∞ error is motivated by applications such as group testing [12] and trajectory planning in control systems [13] , where we want to decrease the worst-case sensitivity to noise.
B. Problem setting
We describe parallel scalar Gaussian channels and linear mixing systems below. In both settings, the input vectors x are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) mixture Gaussian, i.e., x i ∼ s 1 · N (0, µ 1 ) + s 2 · N (0, µ 2 ) + · · · + s K · N (0, µ K ), where s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s K ≥ 0 are given, K k=1 s k = 1, and µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ K are also given. The subscript (·) i denotes the i-th element of the corresponding vector. As a specific case, we study the i.i.d. s-sparse Gaussian, i.e., x i ∼ s · N (0, µ x ) + (1 − s)δ 0 (x i ) for some given s and µ x .
For a set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels [4] [5] [6] , we consider
where r, x, z ∈ R N . The vectors r, x, and z are the received signal, the input signal, and the i.i.d. Gaussian noise, respectively. The additive Gaussian noise channel can also be described by the conditional distribution
where µ z is the variance of the Gaussian noise.
For a linear system [7, 8, 11] ,
the random linear mixing matrix (or measurement matrix) Φ ∈ R M ×N is known and its entries are i.i.d. Because each component in the measurement vector w ∈ R M is a linear combination of the components in x, we call the system (3) a linear mixing system. The measurements w are passed through a bank of separable scalar channels characterized by conditional distributions,
where y is the channel output vector. However, unlike the parallel scalar Gaussian channels (2), the channels (4) for the linear mixing system are general and are not restricted to Gaussian [14, 15] .
Our goal is to reconstruct the original system input x from the channel output r (1) or from the output y and the matrix Φ (3). To evaluate how accurate the reconstruction process is, we calculate the error between the original signal x and the reconstructed signal x. Many works emphasize the squared error performance [16] [17] [18] . In this paper, however, we focus on preventing any significant errors during the signal reconstruction process. That is, we want to study algorithms that minimize the ∞ norm of the error,
C. Related work
In our previous work [19] , we dealt with an additive error metric defined as
We proposed a reconstruction algorithm that is optimal in minimizing the expected value of error metrics of the form (5), where the reconstruction process is done component-wise, i.e., for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, d( x i , x i ) is minimized separately. However, in contrast to (5) , the ∞ error is not additive, because it only considers the one component that has the maximum absolute value, and thus it is not straightforward to extend the algorithm [19] to minimize the ∞ error.
There have been a number of studies on general properties of ∞ error related solutions. An overdetermined linear system y = Φx, where Φ ∈ R N ×M and N > M , was considered by Cadzow [20] , and the properties of the minimum ∞ error solutions to this system were explored. In Clark [21] , the author developed a way to calculate the distribution of the greatest element in a finite set of random variables. And in Indyk [22] , an algorithm was introduced to find the nearest neighbor of a point while ∞ norm distance was considered. Finally, Lounici [23] studied the ∞ error convergence rate for Lasso and Dantzig estimators.
D. Contributions
Our first result is asymptotic in nature; we prove that, in parallel scalar Gaussian channels where the input signal is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian or i.i.d. mixture Gaussian, the Wiener filter [24] is asymptotically optimal for ∞ norm error.
These results are extended to linear mixing systems based on the assumption that the relaxed BP algorithm [15] matches Tanaka's fixed point equation [16, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . We claim that in linear mixing systems, when the input signal is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian or i.i.d. mixture Gaussian, applying the Wiener filter to the outputs of the relaxed BP algorithm is asymptotically optimal for ∞ norm error.
Our second result is practical in nature; in order to deal with signals of finite length N in practice, we apply the p error minimization by [19] , and show numerically that, with a finite signal length N , the p error minimization [19] outperforms the Wiener filtering.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. We review the metric-optimal algorithm along with the relaxed BP algorithm in Section II, and then discuss our main results in Section III. Simulation results are given in Section IV, and Section V concludes. Proofs of the main results appear in appendices.
II. REVIEW OF THE RELAXED BELIEF PROPAGATION AND METRIC-OPTIMAL ALGORITHMS
The set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels (1) has a simple structure, because each channel r i = x i + z i is separable from other scalar channels, and thus the analysis on the system model (1) is convenient. The linear mixing systems, however, is more complicated. Previous works [15] [16] [17] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] have shown that a linear mixing system (3) and (4) can be decoupled to parallel scalar Gaussian channels. In this section, we review the decoupling process of the linear mixing systems, as well as the metric-optimal algorithm that is based on the decoupling.
There are different versions of the relaxed belief propagation (BP) algorithm [15, 17, 30] in the literature, while our proposed algorithm [19] is based on the one by Rangan [15] , specifically the software package "GAMP" [31] .
An important result from the relaxed BP algorithm in linear mixing system problems [15] is that, after a sufficient number of iterations, the relaxed BP process calculates a vector q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q N ] T ∈ R N , and then estimating the inputs x from the outputs y of a linear mixing system (3) and (4) is asymptotically statistically equivalent to estimating each input entry x i from the corresponding q i , where q i is regarded as the output of a scalar Gaussian channel:
for i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where each channel's additive noise v i is Gaussian distributed N (0, µ v ), and µ v satisfies Tanaka's fixed point equation [16, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The value of µ v can also be obtained from the relaxed BP process [15] .
We note in passing that when we discuss q i = x i + v i , these are the parallel scalar channels resulting from the relaxed BP algorithm, and when we discuss r i = x i + z i , these are the true parallel Gaussian channels (1).
In previous related work [19] , we utilized the outputs of the relaxed BP algorithm [15] , and introduced a general metric-optimal estimation algorithm that deals with arbitrary error metrics. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of our metric-optimal algorithm (dashed box). The algorithm is essentially a scalar estimation process, whereas the relaxed BP algorithm deals with the vector estimation.
We first compute the conditional probability density function f X|Q (x|q) from Bayes' rule:
Then, given an additive error metric D( x, x), the optimal estimand x opt is generated by minimizing the conditional expectation of the error metric E[D( x, x)|q]:
In the large system limit, the estimand satisfying (8) is asymptotically optimal, because it minimizes the conditional expectation of the error metric.
Because both the error metric function D( x, x) and the conditional probability function f X|Q (x|q) are separable, the problem reduces to scalar estimation [32] . The estimand x opt is solved in a component-wise fashion:
for each x i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N }. This scalar estimation is easy and fast to implement.
Owing to the fact that ∞ error only considers the component with greatest absolute value, and does not have an additive form (5), it is natural to turn to p norm error as an alternative.
Recall that the definition of the p norm error between x and x is
This type of error is closely related to our definition of the error metric (5). We define
and let x p denote the estimand that minimizes the conditional expectation of D p ( x, x), i.e.,
and
for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }.
Although x p is minimizing the ( p ) p error, rather than the p error, we call x p the minimum mean p norm error estimator for simplicity.
Because it can be shown that
it is reasonable to expect that if we set p to a large value, then running our metric-optimal algorithm with error metric D p (·) (10) will give a solution that converges to an estimand that minimizes the ∞ error.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we first study the minimum mean ∞ error estimator for parallel scalar Gaussian channels (1), then discuss the minimum mean ∞ error estimator for linear mixing systems (3) and (4), and finally analyze the performance of the minimum mean p norm error estimators (10) in terms of the ∞ norm error.
A. The minimum mean ∞ estimator for parallel scalar Gaussian channels
For a set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels (1), the minimum mean squared error estimator, i.e., p = 2 in (10) (here we replace q by r for scalar Gaussian channel discussion), is achieved by the conditional expectation E[x|r].
To build intuition into the problem of finding E[x|r], we first suppose for simplicity that x is Gaussian (not mixture Gaussian), i.e., x ∼ N (0, µ x · I N ) and z ∼ N (0, µ z · I N ), where I N is the N × N identity matrix, then the estimand x 2 = E[x|r] = µx µx+µz r gives the minimum mean squared error. This format µx µx+µz r is called the Wiener filter in signal processing [24] . It has been shown by Sherman [33] that, when the signal input vector and the parallel Gaussian channels are both Gaussian, the linear Wiener filter is also optimal for all p norm errors (p ≥ 1), including the ∞ norm error. Surprisingly, we find that, if the signal input is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian or i.i.d. mixture Gaussian, the Wiener filter asymptotically minimizes the ∞ error. Our main results follow. Theorem 1. In a set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels (1), if the input signal x is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian,
is asymptotically optimal for ∞ error with probability 1. More specifically,
where x is any arbitrary estimand. Theorem 1 only applies to s-sparse Gaussian signals, but can be easily extended to the mixture Gaussian distribution, thus significantly enhancing the applicability of our result. In the mixture Gaussian input case, the maximum absolute error between x and the estimand x lies in the index i that corresponds to the Gaussian mixture component with greatest variance.
Theorem 2. In a set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels (1), if the input signal x is i.i.d. mixture Gaussian,
i.e., 
is asymptotically optimal for ∞ error with probability 1, where µ max = max k∈{1,2,...,K} µ k . More specifically,
where x is any arbitrary estimand.
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix B.
B. The minimum mean ∞ error estimator for linear mixing systems
We discussed in Section II that, using the statistical information of the linear mixing system (3) and (4), the relaxed BP algorithm asymptotically computes a set of equivalent parallel scalar Gaussian channels. Therefore, using the output of the relaxed BP algorithm, i.e. the scalar Gaussian channels output vector q and the noise variance µ v , and then applying the Wiener filter, we will obtain the estimand that is asymptotically optimal in the ∞ error sense for the linear mixing system (3) and (4) . Because the analysis of the equivalent scalar Gaussian channels (6) relies on the replica method [16] , which has only been rigorously justified in specific setting [34] , we state our result below as claim.
Claim 1. Given the system model described by (3) and (4), where the input signal x is i.i.d. mixture Gaussian (sparse Gaussian is a specific case) distributed,
, as the signal dimension N → ∞ and the measurement ratio M/N is fixed, the estimand
is asymptotically optimal for ∞ error with probability 1, where q and µ v (6) are the outputs of the relaxed BP algorithm, and µ max = max k∈{1,2,...,K} µ k .
The relaxed BP algorithm [15] always decouples the linear mixing system (3) and (4) to parallel scalar Gaussian channels, regardless of what type of channel (4) describes the system. This feature allows more flexibility of channel types in linear mixing systems (4) than in scalar Gaussian channels (2).
C. The approximation of the minimum mean ∞ error estimator
The Wiener filter is asymptotically optimal for ∞ error, and one may wonder whether the performance of the Wiener filter is satisfactory for a finite signal length N . Readers will see in Appendix A that the Wiener filter is asymptotically optimal with a convergence rate on the order of ln(N ), which suggests that the convergence rate is slow. Therefore, we are motivated to compare the performance of the Wiener filter with the minimum mean p norm error estimators (10) in terms of the ∞ norm error. Indeed, the numerical results in Section IV indicate that the minimum mean p error estimator achieves a lower ∞ error than the Wiener filter, provided the value of p is properly chosen. Keeping (12) in mind, one would expect that, for any positive integers p 1 , p 2 , where p 1 > p 2 ,
x p1 always achieves a lower ∞ error than x p2 does. However, experiments have indicated that, for a fixed signal dimension N , min xp E[ x p − x ∞ |q] can be achieved by a finite p. We include numerical results in Section IV, and state our conjecture here.
Conjecture 1.
Given that a system is modeled by (1) or (3) and (4), where the input x is sparse Gaussian or mixture Gaussian and x p is obtained by (10), then for any fixed signal dimension N > 0, there exists an integer
for all positive integers p. Moreover, as the signal dimension N increases, the value of p opt increases.
Remark. In this paper, our focus is on i.i.d. mixture Gaussian input distributions. However, additional numerical results in Section IV show that Conjecture 1 also applies to other types of input distributions.
Conjecture 1 indicates that for a fixed signal dimension, the minimum mean p norm error estimators (10) with different values of p reduce the ∞ error to different amounts, and the optimal value of p for a bounded signal dimension is also bounded. The conjecture also points out implicitly that p opt is a function of the signal dimension
N . An intuitive explanation to Conjecture 1 is that as the signal dimension increases, the probability that larger errors occur also increases, and thus a larger p in (10) is used to suppress larger outliers.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide the simulation results that inspired our results in Section III-C. Again, we first present the simulation results for parallel scalar channels, and then for linear mixing systems.
A. Parallel scalar channels
We first test for the parallel scalar Gaussian channels r = x + z (1), where the input x is i.i. Figure 2 , we compare the ∞ error of x W1 , x W2 , and x W3 . It can be seen that x W1 , which corresponds to the Gaussian input component with largest variance, achieves the lowest ∞ error among the three Wiener filters. This result verifies Theorem 2.
We then test for a set of parallel scalar Gaussian channels where the input is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian. The sparsity rate is s = 5%, and the nonzero input elements are i.i.d. N (0, 1) distributed, i.e., . We also obtain the minimum mean 5 , 10 , and 15 error estimators -x 5 , x 10 , and x 15 -using equation (10), where we replace q by r. The results in Figure 3 are consistent with our Conjecture 1. When N ≤ 300, x 5 has the lowest ∞ error among all four estimators; when 300 < N < 3, 000, x 10 achieves the smallest ∞ error; and when N > 3, 000, x 15 outperforms. Figure 3 also shows that the slope of the "Wiener filter" line is smaller than the slopes of " x 5 ", " x 10 ", and " x 15 ", which suggests that the Wiener filter is asymptotically optimal for ∞ error.
B. Linear mixing system
We perform simulations for linear mixing systems (3) and (4) using the software package "GAMP" [31] and our metric-optimal algorithm [35] . Our metric-optimal algorithm package [35] automatically computes equations (7)- (9) where the distortion function (5) is given as the input of the algorithm.
In all the following simulations, the input signals are sparse with sparsity rate 5%, and the measurement matrices Φ are Bernoulli(0.5) and are normalized to have unit-norm rows. We have three different combinations for input distributions (3) and channel distributions (4), whereas in all channels the SNR is 20dB:
1) The nonzero input entries are Gaussian N (0, 1), and the channel is Gaussian.
2) The nonzero input entries are Weibull distributed,
where λ = 1 and k = 0.5, and the channel is Gaussian.
3) The nonzero input entries are Weibull distributed (13) , and the channel is Poisson,
where the scaling factor of the input is α = 100. For the system dimension, we fix the ratio M/N = 0.3, and let N range from 500 to 20, 000. Then we run the Wiener filter (only in the case of sparse Gaussian input and Gaussian channel, because the Wiener filter does not apply to sparse Weibull distributed inputs), relaxed BP [15, 31] , and our metric-optimal algorithm with p = 5, 10, 15
To compare the performance of the Wiener filter with x p (10), and also to illustrate how p opt is related to the signal dimension N , we present in Figure 4 the ∞ norm error of the Wiener filter, and the minimum mean 5 , When the input is sparse Weibull, the Wiener filter does not apply, because the Wiener filter is designed specifically for a Gaussian input and Gaussian channel. Instead, we compare the ∞ errors of the relaxed BP, 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the minimum mean ∞ error estimator for both parallel scalar Gaussian channels and linear mixing systems. We showed that in both systems, when the input signal is i.i.d. sparse Gaussian or i.i.d.
mixture Gaussian, the Wiener filter is asymptotically optimal for minimizing the ∞ error with probability 1. On the other hand, when the signal dimension N is finite, our previously proposed metric-optimal algorithm with a proper p error metric outperforms the Wiener filter. A possible direction for the future work would be to find a more general form of input signal in the parallel scalar Gaussian channel setting where a linear filter is optimal for ∞ norm error.
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In order to show that the Wiener filter is optimal for ∞ norm error in a Gaussian channel with sparse Gaussian input, we show that the maximum absolute error caused by nonzero input elements is larger than that caused by zero elements with overwhelming probability that converges to 1.
Consider a set of parallel Gaussian channels (1), where the input signal is s-sparse:
, and z i ∼ N (0, µ z ). The Wiener filter (linear estimator) for sparse Gaussian input is x W,SG = c · r, and x W,SG,i = c · r i , where c = µ x /(µ x + µ z ) > 0. Let I denote the index set where x i = 0, i.e., I = {i : x i = 0}, and let J denote the index that J = {j : x j = 0}. We define two types of error patterns: (i) x i = 0, i ∈ I, and the
(ii) x j = 0, j ∈ J , and the error e j = c · r j − x j = cz j ∼ N (0, c 2 µ z ). It has been shown [36] that for a sequence of standard Gaussian independent random variables {x i } N 1 , the following equality holds:
Therefore, for N (0, σ 2 ) distributed Gaussian variable {x i } N 1 , the equality (14) becomes
or Pr lim
where |I| and |J | denote the number of elements in the set I and J , and > 0 is arbitrarily small. This indicates that Pr lim N →∞ max i∈I e i max j∈J e j σ 2 ln(N ) + ln(1 − s + ))
where the event A is defined as for some > 0. Note that the event A is independent of r. Because the sparsity rate s is a constant, and > 0 is arbitrarily small, then Recall that we denote the Wiener filter by x W,SG .
For any estimator x,
= E lim N →∞
x − x W,SG ∞ r, A .
Equation (17) is true because the Wiener filter is optimal for input signals being Gaussian, and equation (18) is true because we have shown it in (16).
We have shown that
x − x ∞ r, A .
It can also be shown that [37] for any > 0, Pr(A ) ≥ 1 − log s 1 − s . Therefore, x W,SG is asymptotically optimal for ∞ norm error with probability 1 when → 0.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The input signal of the scalar Gaussian channels (1) (14) and following the same procedures in the proof of Theorem 1, we get that Pr max i∈I1 e 1,i ≥ max i∈I k e k,i r, A = 1, for any k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , K}. Then applying the same derivation as equations (16) and (18) 
